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Foreword
The story of Tom Thomson is woven into the fabric of this country.
His art, small pieces that once paid his room and board or given away
to friends, now hang in galleries and in private collections around
the world. The classic images of lakes, rivers, and trees adorn cards,
mugs, and murals on the sides of buildings. The mystery surrounding
his death in the waters of Canoe Lake, Algonquin Park, has generated
dozens of books, songs, and countless arguments and questions. Was
it murder? An accident? Could it have been suicide? Is he still buried
in the Mowat Cemetery, or was his body really moved to the family
plot in Leith, Ontario? We may never know for sure. What is certain
is the lasting impact of his work: the painted expressions of his love
for Algonquin Park. Those of us who have paddled Canoe Lake,
visited the memorial cairn, and hiked to the Mowat Cemetery, now
being reclaimed by the trees deep in the forest, have felt the story of
the land in our bones. In this new collection of poems and art from
creatives around the world, we hear Tom’s story once again. We are
are also invited to hear of the many connections to the land in the
artists’ own places far from Algonquin, yet still embued with the same
love as Tom felt for the park.
I offer a sincere thank you to the contributors who trusted us with
your words and art and allowed us to share them through this book.
You are amazing creatives and we’ve enjoyed reading the poems over
and over and re-visiting each piece of art. To the readers, thank you
for picking up a copy of this book. We encourage you to continue
to support the contributors by following them on social media, their
blogs, and checking out their other work. Thank you all for supporting our new press.
Welcome to Canoe Lake Memories. Happy Paddling!
Deryck N. Robertson,
Editor, Canoe Lake Memories
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Echoing my Name
Evelyn Robertson
People were never my favourite.
There were a trusted few I reserved
the title of friend.
They didn’t bother me one bit but
anyone else didn’t understand.
My compulsion: to be companionless
in my cabin,
casting my soul on a canvas.
Alone from the world.
But my lonely heart has been smitten!
She holds lakes and rivers
in her palm.
The trees, animals, and fish
live, eat, and die
with her ever-changing seasons.
She leads me on and teases
with the warmth of her summer
in the depth of my winter.
Faster than the Opeongo
in spring life changed.
I don’t smell
the birch bark fire cracklings
drying my damp socks.
I don’t feel
the water from my paddle blade
jump to kiss my skin.
I don’t hear
the wind whispering my secrets
to the birds who will listen.
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And yet,
from all the people I tried to run,
here they are
echoing my name.

Born and raised in Ontario, Evelyn Robertson is an Auxiliary Conservation Officer working in British Columbia as an Invasive Species Inspector.
She is passionate about nature and can usually be found getting distracted
by rotting logs and lichen while on walks. When not outside, Evelyn can
usually be found making music, painting, writing, or relaxing and watching movies. Her first art publication appeared in Northern Otter Journal.
Twitter: @girlwhopaddles Instagram: @thegirlwhopaddles
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The Story Goes
Ren Pike
A rumination on the many questions and stories surrounding the 1917 death on
Canoe Lake of painter Tom Thomson.
the story goes, Tom’s body washed up
behind my cabin, not mine mine, more
mine for a summer, mine for a string
of evening thunderstorms and smokey campfires
daily swims in mirror waters, long rough-hewn
table meals, songs and tales of ghosts who lived
who knew Canoe Lake, its eponymous
reds and greens, slow-dancing, arms raised in tandem
soloists too, behind my cabin, bodies angled
about to tumble, as if deciding, almost—
shushing paddles leaving no mark
on land, conifers misshapen, trembling, sudden-shaken
polter-gusts running through low brush
grasses nodding encouragement
woodsy detritus afoot
rocks jutting up, convenient
all weather seating, away from
campers brushing teeth and chattering
shoving each other, crush-back shoes
towels sun splattered, bathing suits in the breeze
sojourns where I would sit amidst the pines
wondering if really really this was the place
Tom’s broad stroke passage
waters lapping, maybe crashing
long lake-entwined, now entangled
evergreens rooted, stoic and muted
watch driftwood weathered
heave up and finally come ashore
8

Jack Pine							
Ren Pike
bold outline holding
even as dusk colours fade
jack pine still standing

Ren Pike grew up in Newfoundland. Through sheer luck, she was born
into a family who understood the exceptional value of a library card. Her
work has appeared in journals such as Train, Juniper, and Red Alder. When
she is not writing, she wrangles data for non-profit organizations in
Calgary, Canada. Twitter: @sputta http://rpike.mm.st/
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A Poem for Tom Thomson
Jerry Bouma
Oh noble grave, what lies beneath?
What secrets lie unstirred?
What threads of flesh rest in this ground,
Whose bones are here interred?
Across those fields, it all began.
Harsh west winds, the sifting sand,
The lonesome pine, the autumn hue,
Curious eye, the steady hand.
We too have seen this pristine birch,
Heard smack of pounding waves.
Felt light of spring, the gloom of fall,
The rustle of the leaves.
But you have captured sight and sound,
Entwined in scenes sublime.
While life is but a temporal state,
Your works transcend all time.
Each passing year your spirit grows,
More praise and yet some chatter.
The mystery of where your body lies,
But does that really matter?
Jerry Bouma grew up on a family dairy farm just north of Leith, Ontario,

on one of the most beautiful farms in the area, overlooking Georgian Bay.
In 1970, he became the first Canadian to secure an athletic scholarship
to Villanova University. Jerry has spent his entire career as a management
consultant in the agriculture and food industry. He has worked in every
province of Canada including the Northwest Territories. He currently
lives in Edmonton, Alberta.
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In The Northland
Rebecca Lerner
They say, look where you want to go: if you look at the right lines down the falls,
you’ll have a clean run; if you look at the hole, you’ll paddle into the hole.
I lean back in my boat and look at the sky. The river carries me.
Chaos becomes calm if we can only change our view.

Rebecca Lerner lives in Brooklyn, New York where she works at Citymeals on Wheels. In her free time, she’s often reading, writing and running
a Mad Men fashion/tv criticism account, @madmenstyles. You can follow
her on twitter at @reb_lerner.
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Wake
Victoria Heartwood
In your presence
my heart unspools.
Catch the glistening thread
and hold a beat.
I feel the tug,
the tension,
a struggle,
and release.
I’ve removed the hook
from all my lures
Just to watch you swim
along in my wake.

Although Victoria Heartwood grew up in the US, she spent every summer of her youth at her grandmother’s cabin on Lac à la Perchaude in
Trois-Rivières, and that experience often factors into her writing. Her fiction and poetry have been published in various literary magazines, including Washington Square, Belletrist (Pushcart nomination), Spectrum, Funicular
Magazine, 580 Split, and more. Victoria holds a master’s degree in fiction
and a doctorate in higher education with a focus on embodied learning.
Find her on Twitter at @DoveVictoria, Instagram
at @victoria.heartwood, and at www.victoriaheartwood.com.
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On the Loch
Simon Lamb, after Goethe
— and life here is blushingly new, the air
so crisp within the basin of our green and purple world:
the lushness of the hills as they rush toward the cooling lips
at water’s edge. We drink deeply, gratefully, from nature’s pool.
Our boat bobs rhythmic circles across the film; they, like we,
are silent. We lie back, lulled by the intoxicating promise
of unbiased air, the mountains stanchioning the sky
above our heads: unbroken, blue and wide.
Our eyelids droop to clasp, fighting the urge
to slip into a sleep of dreams when dreams are here
before us. We banish them, knowing the precious presence
of this real sky, this real water, this real boat, to be the superior love.
The sun is scattered glitter on the loch, a twinkling, a sparkling.
Yellow silently erupts across the hillside, and with it, a breath
of a breeze, drawn like silk from a sleeve, that softly slides
across the mirrored sky, and a gentle, secret world stirs.

Simon Lamb is a poet, performer and storyteller from Scotland. In 2019,
he released his poetry pamphlet “Cathedral Sky” and toured the country with his one-man poetry show. Throughout the pandemic, he shared
stories from his sleeping bag and made numerous video poems, including
“Are We Not?”, a humorous look at the popular stereotypes of Scottish
people, and “Unicorn Fair”, a beautiful verse in Scots and Gaelic on the
country’s national animal: the unicorn! In 2021, he won the Robert Burns
World Federation’s international poetry competition with “The Working
Birds”. Check out: www.simonlambcreative.co.uk
@SimonLambCreative (Facebook & Instagram)
@approx21words (Twitter & YouTube)
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Alice
Anna Kirwin
A whirlwind, more like
A tornado, had given
Him some cause to hope.
To wide, eager eyes,
I laughed. My head shook. He left.
Back to the cold shore.
Our summer, tracing
Hearts and Masters departed.
I regret it still.

Anna Kirwin is a writer and artist, living in London, but dreaming of the
Arctic. Her last published piece explored the strange glow of European
cities by night, but more generally, her recent work deals with language,
thought and time. She sees light in the darkness.
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Path Behind Mowat Lodge by Tom Thomson
Timothy Tarkelly
We carve words like “trailhead”
in the bark and pretend
that any path only goes one way.
Every traveler knows
when your joints thaw
and your boots have been washed
your past self falls
with the frost and mud.
You’ve seen things,
surmounted the crest
and breathed “by and by”
each time, calling two points home
and meaning it.
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The Charley Horse in Your Leg
Timothy Tarkelly
Sometimes, you’ve earned it.
You’ve committed to
swinging to your eighth thistle, to
catching the elusive bass
you’ve only seen glimpses of.
Been on your feet for hours,
caught a hook in the meat
between your thumb and index finger,
blood dripping down your shirt and jeans.
Your head is still reeling
from when you slipped in the mud.
The heat is draining your stability.
Lunch is cooling somewhere. You thought
you’d be done by now and of course
the music of failure is rising in your ears,
in between waves of electric pain.
It’s drowning out the blow-ups,
giving this disaster of a day a perfect soundtrack.
A throaty cello solo rises, taunting you,
interspersed with the voices of your life’s hecklers,
like cymbal splashes, setting a tighter pace
for your heartbeat. Crying is just a function
of the body, like a thermometer, reminding us
just how badly we’re doing at any given moment.
And you may or may not notice the Charley horse
in your leg perched against that rock
because just as you were about to give up,
16

you felt the tell-tale vibration in your pole,
something living has walked into your charade.
Your rubber worm has to fight the forces of nature.
As you reel and reel, as you’re bleeding, sweating,
crying all over the place. You think maybe
there’s no such thing as a good fisherman,
just someone who is willing to put up
with this much bullshit and as you hold
what was supposed to be your dinner,
you think “Why let something fight so hard
just to lose?” And you let him go.

Timothy Tarkelly’s work can be found in Wild Roof Journal, Vanity Press,
Back Patio Press, and more. He has two full-length collections from
Spartan Press: Luckhound (2020) and Gently in Manner, Strongly in Deed:
Poems on Eisenhower (2019). When he’s not writing, he teaches in Southeast
Kansas.
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Hommage to Tom Thomson by Paulette West
Acrylic on Canvas, 24” x 36”
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Hommage to Tom Thomson
Paulette West
In creating this painting, I borrowed elements related to Thomson
from A Heritage of Canadian Art, Thomson’s cabin done by Casson,
painted profile of the artist by Joachin Gauthier and the partial
image of a canoe, artist unknown, pulled from an Ontario publicity
brochure.
The majestic pine tree reaching up to the skies, the moon and scattered clouds was sketched from my family room window. The profile, cabin and canoe are icons, prominently placed telling his story,
creating a mysterious aura where reality is set aside.
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Canoe Lake I
Paulette West
I remember Canoe Lake, August 1997.
Our paddle from the lodge, the portage,
A first for me.
The climb to the top, the laughter of children across the lake.
Finding the cairn.
“To the Memory of Tom Thomson, Artist, Woodsman and Guide”.
Close by, a totem pole pointing up towards the sky,
Colourfully decorated,
Shapes of trees, birds, woodland markings.
I quickly sketched it, capturing essential parts,
Noting colours, lines, curves, space.
In memory of the person who was,
Artist, Woodsman and Guide.
“Born August 1877”.
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Canoe Lake II
Paulette West
Shrouded by this body of water,
Drawn from your surroundings,
You gave rise to a mouvement that defines our country,
Its forests, colours, textures,
Its rugged beauty.
Never forgotten,
You are everywhere in our imagined landscapes,
Crimsons, yellows, blues,
Pine trees, lakes and rivers.
Your spirit survives,
At Canoe Lake,
In quiet solitude, forever to inspire.
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At One with Nature
Paulette West
The canoe takes you on a retreat,
Palette close at hand.
Your senses absorb the beauty,
And riches of the land.
In your moment of solitude,
You quietly paddle to shore.
At one with Nature.
You animate small birch panels,
Vivid, lush, brush strokes, rapidly picturing time.
Bold hues, reds, ochres, blues,
Eye and hand sketch as one.
Energy abounds, reflected in trees, lakes, rivers.
You capture it all.
At one with Nature.
You retreat to her call, feel the wind,
Inhale the surrounding freshness, regenerate
On the water, carrying you to solitude once more.
At one with Nature.

Paulette West is a visual artist residing in The Blue Mountains. A graduate
of the University of Toronto in French Language and Literature, she went
on to study visual arts at Sheridan College focusing on art history,
painting and sculpture. She has exhibited her work locally, is a member
of the Blue Mountain Foundation for the Arts, member of Canadian
Artist Association and Tom Thomson Group. paulettegwest@rogers.com
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Shorelines
Richard Bramwell
You reach the border:
the contour on a map,
dividing lake from land,
a line where firm footing
meets yielding other.
Do you stay an outsider,
or tread across the threshold?
And have you drifted by the shore at night?
You need the darkness to see stars shine,
far away from places people live.
Look out, beyond the earth’s edge:
the moon’s light gleams
in broken ripples,
reflecting from the surface of the lake.
Not so the stars’ shining —
missing, presumed drowned.
A lone tree grew on that rocky bank,
something of a landmark, it was.
For years it reaches up to the sky until,
encouraged by the wind
and wanting water,
it dies and falls.
Folk use the wood for
campfire kindling
and the dead tree springs into light,
returning starshine to the night sky.
23

Richard Bramwell first fell over in Sheffield, England. He continues to stumble from place to place around the world (mostly in his
imagination). He has two books of poetry to his name: Signs of Life,
2017 and Out of Place, 2018. Rumours are buzzing that he’s about
to publish a third collection. Will this be one of the good things to
come out of lockdown? Find jottings at www.richardbramwell.me.uk
email@richardbramwell.me.uk
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A Hymn for Thomson
Ankur Jyoti Saikia
Instead of
poems and elegies
compose a hymn
let him canoe, again
put strokes on canvas

Ankur Jyoti Saikia (he/him) is a researcher at a forestry research institute
in India with works being published in the Minison Zine, Bluepepper,
Sledgehammer Lit, Openwork Mag, and Holyflea. Twitter: @amythfromassam
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Fireside Bliss

Acrylic on Media Paper. 3” x 5”
Annie Robertson
This piece serves to encapsulate the quietness and stillness of
Thomson’s last campfire on Canoe Lake.
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Lightning, Canoe Lake
Michael McCourt
the storm explodes suddenly —
one jagged crack of golden
seam joins the heavens to
the rocky hills below
and for a moment turns
the dark castles of cloud into
a peaching sky — the lake rises up,
thrashed by the whipping of wind
and waves become towers that rise
and crumble to
the surface again.
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the trees are cathedrals
Michael McCourt
the trees are cathedrals
spires reaching high to the sky
bathed in the glow
of morning holy light
and pilgrims come
day after day
to walk a nave
made of pine needles
and rocky earth
beneath a ceiling adorned
not with painted cherubs
touching the finger of God
but with golden hands
and fire-red kisses
and when a God-wind
blows warm breath
full of grace
colours rain from
the cathedral ceiling
spiralling down weightless
in slow sleepy wreaths
and you collect them
and hold them loose in your
hand for a moment
before releasing them
on the broken surface
of a clear lake
29

Burning Horizon
Michael McCourt
You walk along the shoreline
the late evening sun sits
low over the water
a burning horizon
under the darkening sky above
the water is alight
with violet streaks
The forest floor scurries
under a dark canopy —
chipmunks out to the path
and then dart back
into the undergrowth
to the crinkle
of dry leaves
The setting sun
pierces small gaps
in the foliage
setting tree trunks ablaze
with golden
flames of light

Michael McCourt is a high school English and Music teacher living in
Kingston, Ontario. He writes poetry, flash fiction and short stories. His
work has been published in Every Day Fiction. When not teaching and
writing, he coaches high school football and spends time outdoors with
his wife Sarah, and children, Ethan and Grace.
Twitter: @mikejmccourt IG: @mikemccourt
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Diver
George Hemington
Twisting into Lake’s water
A mind’s eye closes
And a hand begins to move

George Hemington is a writer and amateur diver from London, Scotland,
and Northern Ireland with a crippling phobia of heights. In Canada and in
Japanese poetry he rediscovered a passion for river, ocean, and lake, as described in the abstract physicality of moments in the natural world, rather
than in romantic or naturalistic details of one’s immediate surroundings.
More recently he could be found in North Macedonia goading cocksure
locals into admitting they were too trepidatious of bad weather, broken
concrete, rusty underwater pipes (that sort of thing) to dive into the freezing winter water on a whim. At the time of writing, his favourite song is
still Robert Wyatt’s “The Diver”, and two of his nature-loving friends are
still duelling to get him to come to Québec or British Columbia.
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April 1917
Robert Ledingham
i. packing list
train tickets, return from Toronto,
to Canoe L. Station
since half redundant.
matches, a hat, greased boots, woollens
pencils, notebook, oils, palette and knives, brushes, turps, panels, canvas
waxed Duluth pack, oilskin, pipe
Hudson Bay tobacco, sheath knife, spoon, fork, tooth brush & powder, bar
soap, brush and razor
tackle for brooks, ponds and the big lakes,
street clothes, for the return trip
ii. from Mowat Lodge:
bedroll, canvas tent, axe, cast skillet, enameled mug, bowl, plate, hemp rope,
flour, lard, butter, salt, tea
smoked meat, tinned goods
root vegetables
canvas covered canoe, paddle
iii. distractions from work
angling: brook trout, pickerel, pike sunfish, lake trout maybe
early black flies, evening mosquitos, deer and horse flies in the day’s heat
the apparition of deer, the keening of wolves, red squirrel in the pack and
a bear sometimes in camp
the see-sawing of white throated sparrows, and everywhere the silent riot
of not always second growth fir, spruce, tamarack, white pine red
pine Jack pine
heavy horses on the rough roads
booms on the water
rounders in camp
very occasionally a woman,
working for the Park or
guiding for cash
and all the rough things
it might buy in the bush
32

iv. work
mornings and evenings
paddling solo, skirting the wind in the lee of islands - Wapomeo, maybe,
where he will wash up later through hot still dawns and chill summer evenings
sketching, mixing paints
in the dying light,
wood fire for company
something to stare into:
it doesn’t look back, and it’s
unpaintable
v. after
it’s all still there,
everything in the lake always reflected perfectly beforehand, by the
prescient, bigger sky remembering
the July moon waning four days since full on the fourth
washing out the silent madness
of stars
and then the chronic rash of speculating: murder, a woman, debts, a dog?
who can say? Who can say has, or will yet, yet no matter now.
There will be still, as well as in Leith, everywhere and always
the ancient monument of rock, the wracked trees, the luring, unsympathetic
water, the unstill light and all the wheeling doomed redeeming colours
in the north east south
west wind

Robert Ledingham has been an educator, and is an unexceptional paddler and
puddler in words. In the dim past he has been seen on Southwestern Ontario stages working in locally produced amateur and other theatre works, and
sometimes sends things off to publishers for a kick. Sometimes good for an
over-the-top rendition of James Reaney’s Souwesto, a rousing anthem for the
region from the unpublished play of the same name. “It is not flat!” Leery
of social media, he has yet to entirely drop his Twitter handle @rledingham.
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Tom
Deryck N. Robertson
The pulse
Pushing blood echoes
In your ears
Enveloped by ever-darkening depths
Fingers clenched and relax
Sinking deeper, hidden
From searching eyes
Breaking hearts on old trails
And secret fishing holes
Whistles blowing, voices
Crack calling your name
Until hoarse
Darkness finally taking
Everyone

Deryck N. Robertson lives and creates in Peterborough, ON where he is
an elementary teacher. His work has appeared recently in The Minison Zine,
Green Ink Poetry, Northern Otter Journal, 433, and Analogies & Allegories Literary Magazine. He can usually be found in Algonquin Park with his family
of paddlers, drinking a maple roast coffee, or cheering for his hometown
Maple Leafs and Blue Jays. You can read his stuff at deryck.ca and follow
him on Twitter: @canoe_ideas
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Screaming Heads, Sadie Maskery
35

How to Sing With Wolves
Sadie Maskery
The melody is shaped like
a dance, minor key, harmonics
almost dissonant, a rising repetition
of layered fourths pulling upwards
for drama, resolution on the cusp
of bearable tension, sly dominant seventh
by the alpha male, sliding along the scale,
drawing ears into the story beyond the frame but wolves, their songs are woven
not through time and sound patterns
alone, but a tapestry of mingled scents,
intents, power and hierarchy.
Lift back your head and howl, surrender
control of your chords, muscles, thoughts.
Such an outpour is not merely sound,
but the smell of soothing, a chord of
puppies sleeping in a tumbled mass of warmth,
milk sated, salt and iron tang of elk blood,
staccato footprints of stoats pattering
above the den in the moonlight
noses buried in the mother fur, substance
and heft and safety, beyond waves of
pine, hyssop, elderberries in snow
and a fruity madness of witch hares
brushing through thorns.
Luxuriate in the smell of that space
between foot pads, under claw,
teeth and tongue, petrichor and
kneaded bellies, bared throats,
belonging, the scent
of the pack, mingled bodies,
36

scruffs of necks bitten in play
and lust, oh the joy of a wolf ’s nose,
olfactory sapiens, nasal savants
distilling a fragrant universe
from ripples on lapped pools.
Sing ancestral tales
of swamps, deserts, the taste of green.
Until time comes to sleep, the continuo,
diminuendo, colours, incense,
fade on the breeze before dawn
and dreams melt into dew.
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Tourists
Sadie Maskery
We were warned but took the logging road
to save half a day, it was fine,
the dawn soft through a mist of flies.
We peered through their tiny bodies
at trees drowned in stagnant pools,
windscreen wipers smearing wings,
green and red, eyes - the bulk
of something crossed the rear view
mirror. Claws. We knew the storm
was coming, the air pregnant with it,
groaning with the weight of thunder
and if the engine failed we were alone,
the phone a dead piece of plastic,
signal sunk like a stone. The first drop
made us gasp, it was a pebble, plop,
on the glass, then a cascade, a waterfall,
a flood and the wheels slipped just
as we saw tarmac and the exit sign.
We saved half a day, it was fine.

Sadie Maskery lives in Scotland by the sea with her family. Her writing
will be found in various publications both online and in print, and she can
be found on Twitter as @saccharinequeen where she describes herself,
optimistically, as “functioning adequately”.
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Screaming Heads, Sadie Maskery
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Magnum Opus
Kathryn Sadakierski
The chameleon sky shifts,
Dipped into sun and water,
Dyed like an Easter egg.
The warm fibers of pumpkin orange and petal pink
Are knit into indigo and violet,
Day meeting night,
Fire smoldering into coal,
The palette of your soul all ablaze
With dreams, enkindled first
In nature’s beauty.
Van Gogh had his cypresses and sunflowers,
Monet his poplars,
And you, birches in the Canadian forests,
Trees bridled with ropes of leaves,
That canter in the roads of sky like horses
As they fall,
Pebbling the mountains with rainbows
Of metamorphosing colors
In the early autumn months.
You didn’t study life indoors,
From the window of a studio,
When the mountains and trees all around you
Were your muses,
And your spirit fell in with the rhythm
Of the geese triangulated against a net of sky.
They could be a trinity of angels under your brush,
Reborn in color on your canvas.
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Canoeing at Morning
Kathryn Sadakierski
The sun is like gold running through your veins,
A slow-moving music that wakes with the day,
Your spirits rising with the light.
You are warmed from the inside-out
As though by a campfire in the night’s starlit woods.
Your heart’s wings open like a hawk’s,
Soaring above the water,
With the light reflected
In this chalice that can’t contain all
That lives in you,
In the earth,
Today.
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Polaris
Kathryn Sadakierski
You were called to a life of light,
And forever pursued it, unblinkingly
Following the sun on the water
Like it was an aisle of stars
Leading to an altar of sky
Under which the pulchritude you painted
Was a prayer.
In your search, did you
Disappear into the glistening shadows of the birches,
Sparkling pillars, alabaster as moon dust,
Whose reflections bent under the waning autumn
Incandescence?
Did you slip like a leaf
Into the water, paddling your canoe,
Dipping a paddle into the silver
Like a poet drawing ink from a well
To pen a sonnet, stretching words
Across a page as if it were wool on a loom?
Did the flicker of moon, like a will-o’-the-wisp
Lead you into a hidden waterfall,
And canyons golden as fleece
Of sun, splintered like wood
Into rays
That once reached across your face?
Did you lose yourself in awe
Wrapped in the threads of color woven
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By the Northern Lights,
Tumbling and dancing like kaleidoscope shapes,
Twisting and turning,
Refracted in the lake?
In the unknown you set across, did you find
What you were looking for?
Among the snow and mist,
The light of life beckoned, a ribbon
That couldn’t be severed,
That, with the painted memories
You’ve scattered behind you like ashes,
We can still see.
We look at your treasure map of paintings,
The clues you left,
And maybe in them,
We’ll find the light, too.

In particular, Magnum Opus was inspired by Thomson’s Sunset Sky (Summer
1915), The Pointers (1916-17), and Round Lake, Mud Bay (1915). Canoeing at
Morning was inspired by Thomson’s painting Summer Day (1915). Polaris
was inspired by a variety of Thomson’s paintings, including In Algonquin
Park (1914), Northern Lights (1917), Autumn Foliage (1915), Woodland Waterfall (1916), and Moonlight (Autumn 1915).
Kathryn Sadakierski is a 21-year-old writer from Massachusetts whose
work has been published in Capsule Stories, Critical Read, DoveTales, Halfway
Down the Stairs, Literature Today, NewPages Blog, Northern New England Review, Poetically Magazine, seashores: an international journal to share the spirit of
haiku, Silver Stork Magazine, Snapdragon: A Journal of Art and Healing, Songs
of Eretz, The BeZine, The Voices Project, Yellow Arrow Journal, and elsewhere.
Her micro-chapbook Travels through New York was published by Origami
Poems Project (2020). In 2020, she was awarded the C. Warren Hollister
Non-Fiction Prize. She holds a B.A. and M.S. from Bay Path University.
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The Sun Goes Down on Canoe Lake (2017) by John Kinsella
Oil on Canvas, 30” x 40”
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The Sun Goes Down on Canoe Lake (2017)
John Kinsella
What a spectacle.
The Ontario sky,
At day’s end.
Rich in colour, depth and wonder,
Like the entry to heaven.
Slowing his canoe.
No longer in a hurry
To reach camp before last light.
The painter.
Lingers.
Longer.
To feast upon the symphony of colour.
To see it with his soul.
Then heads home,
Filled to the brim.
In humble gesture
Reveals to his canvas,
His heart and soul.
Satiated.
Awakened.
Renewed.
This painting was done to commemorate is the 100 anniversary of
the mysterious death of Canadian Painter Tom Thomson. On July 8,
1917, just as he was gaining real confidence and mastering his craft,
Thomson paddled across Canoe Lake and disappeared. His body
surfaced 8 days later. Was it an accident, or murder? The cause of
his death remains a mystery to this day.
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Canoe Lake, July 5, 1917 (Ode to Tom)
Oil on Canvas, 24” x 48”
John Kinsella
Into the blue
I stand and stare.
An empty canoe
Appears from nowhere.
Into the blue.
Into the night.
An empty canoe
An unwelcome sight.
A portent of the days ahead
Under the waning July moon
A painter is dead! A painter is dead!
Calls the haunting cry of a loon.
Mystery lingers in the dark.
Darkness does the truth forsake.
What really happened in Algonquin Park?
Under the moon on Canoe Lake.
The Farmer’s Almanac shows on July 5th 1917 the moon was full
over Canoe Lake in Algonquin Park. This painting shows what it
would have looked like the night Tom died and I am lucky to have
had this painting showing in Algonquin Park on July 8, 2015. This
painting is my nod to Tom. Thanks for all the beautiful paintings
and inspiration.
John Kinsella’s paintings and poems are a personal meditation on the
beauty and restorative power found in the natural settings of his home
province, Ontario. Some landscape painters aspire to capture a photographic realism in their work and some aim to capture the elusive feel of a
place. He is the later. He would like the viewer to connect with his painting on a deeper emotional level. Inspiring a sense of familiarity or trigger
a personal memory. www.johnkinsella.ca
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Unyielding Waters
Kristin Houlihan
I feared you
but I loved you,
the kind of love that comes from
understanding your power.
Your gentle, meandering flow
an illusion, cast
by the beauty of sunlight
reflected off a mirror,
the babbling sounds of
water over rocks barely peeking
above your surface.
To break your plane
as a human brings
certain death; we knew
and decided not to meddle,
choosing to enjoy your nearness,
your chatter the soundtrack
as we scaled the sun-warmed
granite and tested our mettle
within your gorges.
But respect means nothing
to your currents, undiscerning
in their deadly pull,
and unexpected,
unavoidable accidents
befall even the most
prepared adventurers.
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We trusted our ropes,
our knots and anchors,
but most of all
we trusted in each other.
We were safe, cautious
climbers, which turned out
not to matter,
as the fall came before the climb.
I’ll never know how
or why it came to pass,
but I’ll always remember
the moment I saw him slip,
only an empty space
where my rock had stood.
I peered over the edge
in time to see
you suck him under,
teasing us as you
loosened your grip enough
for us both to catch our breath
a time or two before
he disappeared into your depths
forever.
I pray he remembered
our pact, why I didn’t
come after him; that the
knowledge I’d live
for our children lessened the
pain as your water filled his lungs
and squelched his spirit.
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I loved you,
but I loved him more.
And now I despise the power
I admired so much,
revulsion overtaking respect,
for hatred is easier to bear
than the gaping hole
you’ve worn into my heart,
another gorge
carved by unyielding waters.

Kristin Houlihan writes from the California Central Valley, where she
lives with her amazing husband and their four kids. A long-time lover of
all things written, in addition to her freelance editing business Kristin is
newly experimenting with writing her own poetry, flash fiction, and creative nonfiction. This poem is an ode to the power and glory of water, her
favorite part of nature. You can find Kristin at www.theedifyingword.com,
or on Twitter @theedifyingword.
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West Wind Reimagined
The print is a small linocut, with hand-set type - all printed letterpress.
Edition of 115. 5”x7” on bright white, archival cardstock.
Jeffrey Macklin

Jeffrey is a Peterborough, Ontario based artist and freelance graphic designer. Working within the Peterborough business community for over 30
years - Jeffrey has created successful branding, design/ layout solutions for
dozens of clients. Along with the visuals, Jeffrey creates communications
to support the visuals for clients across the region. On the fine art side,
he works primarily with relief printing (letterpress) and mixed media
(watercolour and acrylic). He often employs words as visual triggers, as
well as present-day/historical pop-culture icons and figures in both his
print work and his mixed media pieces. Jeffrey also teaches within the
Graphic Design + Visual Communications program at Fleming College.
jeff@jacksoncreekpress.ca jacksoncreekpress.ca
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Water and Canvas
Scott Grigsby-Lehmann
received by the lake
his paddle
still
drawing water
canvas
canoe
Flashing
with silver
paddle
through water
brush
on canvas
midnight
painting outside
moonlight
on my canvas
Rock
Lake
ref lecting
lake
rock
Scott Grigsby-Lehmann has been coaxing words to play creatively together
for most of his sixty years while riding through the Universe on this lovely
planet we call Home. His favourite forms of creative expression are nature
and travel photography, journalling and poetry, especially the Japanese minimalist poetic form of Haiku. Scott is a passionate outdoors person and has,
with his wife and adventure partner, Mary, explored many lakes and portages
throughout Algonquin Provincial Park, while perennially being inspired by
lapping waves, wailing loons and whispers of a certain painter and woodsman
who called this wilderness home. scott.douglas.grigsbylehmann@gmail.com
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The Solace of Your Soul
Mary Grigsby-Lehmann
Tom Thomson
Where does your soul wander?
Through the breath of the West Wind
In the haunt of a loon’s call
In the rhapsody of Maples Autumn foliage
On the blanket of winter’s snow
draping Algonquin’s Highlands
Your hands
Your heart
Your creations on canvas
A mentor’s mandala
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Ephemera (of Human Nature)
Mary Grigsby-Lehmann
The death of a Birch tree
lives
in the skin
of a canoe
The falling of an ancient cedar
Revived
in the ribs
The crash of a walnut tree
Carved
In the caress
of the paddle

Mary Grigsby-Lehmann lives in Fergus with her husband Scott & their
golden retriever Luna. Mary thoroughly enjoys being immersed in Nature
and outdoor adventure. She taught high school Science, Physical
Education and Outdoor Education for 30 years and shared the joy and
adventure of the natural world with her students. Mary loves to travel,
especially to natural places on this beautiful Earth, and always carries a
travel journal to record her life experiences. She has taken several creative
writing courses at the University of Guelph, and continues to be creatively
fuelled by life’s wonderful moments.
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Glenmore Reservoir
Jenny Wong
A paddle dips into the depths.
This man-made body
at 6am, no one cares
that its liquid origins
stemmed from the rise
of a concrete berm.
A trio of horned grebe
fish-dive into the waves
(and the waterweeds are too invested
in their own roots
to realize they are the ones
becoming invasive).
Ripples chat
with the aluminum
that glints
along the underside
of a rental boat.
Above, ravens glide through
listening.

Jenny Wong is a writer, traveler, and occasional business analyst. Lately,
her writings have been more about indoor things, but she still dreams
about evening wanderings around Tokyo alleys, Singapore hawker centres,
and Parisian cemeteries. Recent publications include The Night Heron Barks,
The Adriatic, and The Shore Poetry. She resides in the foothills of Alberta,
Canada and tweets @jenwithwords.
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Number 3
Adam Kelly Morton
We canoe out to the island
Land and jump into the cold lake water
I let my body sink down
While you stand on the rock shivering
So I get out and put my arms around you
The air’s warm enough to keep the goosebumps away
Our canoe is an old Pelican model
Painted deep green
Number 3 on the skin of the bow
It used to belong to a summer camp
But I never told you that
There’s a bay you always wanted to explore
So I steer us that way using my J stroke
The wind is down and you’re a strong paddler
So I sometimes sneak in a rudder stroke and just watch you
You gaze out at the forest shore
Hidden in the pines above the bay is a monastery
Abandoned for over a decade
Let’s go there you say
An old dock is rotting into the lake
We moor and climb out of Number 3
On land we slip our wet feet into dirty sneakers
The grey stone of the building cracked
And the broken window holes watch us
The steps leading up are choked with weeds
Come on you say
At the top is an overgrown courtyard
Crumbled pillars and archways
A great well sealed shut with cement
This is cool you say
As the sky darkens with fast clouds
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We make our way around to the back of the place
There’s a trail into the woods
Let’s see where it goes you say
Along the packed dirt path we come to a circle of elms
Surrounding a huge fire pit of black wood and ash
Broken beer bottles
Kids you say
And a first raindrop hits my cheek
Let’s go I say
We walk back to the dock
The wind’s at our back as we paddle for home
When thunder rolls in from the hills to the west
We’d better get going I say
I watch your shoulder muscles tense and pull
It’s fine you say I don’t mind a little rain
Droplets of water fly from the paddle to your freckled arm
Stick there on the skin
A blue dragonfly buzzes around
Lands on the gunwale beside you
Right above the 3
You stop paddling and look at it
And so do I
We glide for a while and listen to the thunder
And the drips of lakewater off our paddles
And the drops of rain on the dark lake
It’s beautiful you say
Yes it is I say
And when I do it flies away
Adam Kelly Morton is a Montreal-based husband and father (four kids,
all seven-and-under), who teaches acting and writing for a living. He’s had
stories published in Canada, the US, and the UK, and has an upcoming
piece in A Wild and Precious Life: A Recovery Anthology, to be published in
2021 in London, England. Adam is currently working toward an MA in
Creative Writing from Teesside University, UK (distance).
ioactingstudio.com adamkellymorton.com @AdamKellyMorton
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Algonquin’s unfinished tales
Jaime Dill
In the wake of discarded canvas
So too is the unfinished portrait
Of who you were yet to be.
Did you see something in the
Browning Jake Pine needles
That made you want to join the
Ground, or perhaps the serenity
Of The Canoe compelled you to
Leave it perpetually unmanned
Oil frozen and unobscured?
These are the poetic musings
Of one who cannot fathom how
Someone could watch The West Wind
Blow the hair on your head and
Dein to ruin the brushstrokes
Of your breath upon this world.
It’s more likely there’s no one
To blame at all though horribly
More tragic because if it were
Not a human hand then it was
The very nature you worshipped
And death by the artist’s inspiration
Is the worst betrayal of them all.
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Cloudy Skies
Jaime Dill
What religion is cumulated water
That creation becomes creator
Layering itself in the folds of
Sunlight to baffle watchers below
With cadmium bursts that fade
Into a cerulean canvas stretched
Across all Earth’s corners and
Waters which mirror Thomson’s
Eye for the duality of nature’s tone
Too bright and lovely to look away
Yet too wild to know in full

Jaime Dill is an accomplished book coach, founder of Polish & Pitch
editorial agency, and Editor-in-Chief of Cardigan Press who uses her
precious down time to pour her lesser-known self into free-verse poetry.
Jaime’s writing reflects her professional interest in language while also
ripping apart the rules to show the world the raw beauty of emotion,
femininity, and confession. jaimedillauthor.com Twitter: @jaime_dill
https://linktr.ee/jaime_dill
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Floating Adrift

Acrylic on Media Paper, 3” x 6”
Annie Robertson
Thomson’s missing canoe paddle, lost and never to be found.

Annie Robertson is an emerging artist in Peterborough, Ontario, who
works with acrylics and watercolours. Her favourite subjects to paint are
landscapes, inspired by her love of the outdoors. She has paddled Canoe
Lake many times and Floating Adrift was inspired by one of those trips.
She is currently a student at Trent University studying Biology and
Environmental Science. In her spare time she enjoys making music,
baking, canoeing, camping, hiking, and sharing her passions with others.
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Tom Thomson Memorial Cairn, Canoe Lake
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